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Data source for transit center and parking space count is APTA 2014 Public 

Transportation Fact Book, Table 16

http://www.apta.com/resources/statistics/Documents/FactBook/2014-APTA-

Fact-Book.pdf

According to APTA Transit Parking 101:

“Over time, transit agencies have shifted to emphasizing other modes to 

access transit. In some cases, parking has become only one of the free 

access modes to be considered. In others, parking is provided but for a fee. 

Auto access is more often seen as primary at the final stop or station on a 

transit route or line when in the periphery of the urban area. It competes with, 

and is sometimes replaced by, other modes in more urban environments. The 

desire to have TOD as part of the regional portfolio of community types has 

added pressure to reduce parking. Providing parking, especially free parking, 

comes at a cost (maintenance, operations, forgone land value), which means 

having less money for the agency to spend on transit service and forgoing 

potential development revenue. Some regional planners are raising the 

question as to whether providing parking for transit, especially in places served 

by other modes, is compatible with policies for compact and connected 

development. Some new transit lines have been planned to prioritize putting 

stations in walkable and bikeable neighborhoods.”
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Park-and-ride (P&R) transit commuting is a popular multi-modal travel choice 

for suburban residents in USA, with demand often exceeding supply.

Transit agencies typically consider P&R an expensive way to attract riders 

($40,000 to build one parking space), with an additional negative consequence 

of supporting sprawling suburban development

However, given existing development patterns, revealed consumer preference, 

and available technology applications, P&R could perhaps be made more 

economically efficient by developing a better business model for cost allocation 

and determination of revenue sources, taxes versus fees to consumers.

One input to a better system is understanding the implications of P&R for the 

cost of transit operations as influenced by the efficiency of obtaining riders.
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National Transit Data Base for buses in peak service

121 million boardings in 2014 according to Metro web site. National rank from 

same source.

2013 American Community Survey for commute market share

Metro web site for Park & Ride data.  400,000 daily riders.
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Easy to see that collecting customers for a bus ride would likely be more 

efficient for the transit agency by letting them come to the central collection 

point of the P&R identified by the green dot.
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Using ordinary least squares regression, we developed a three variable linear 

equation that computes an accurate estimate for the annualized peak period 

boardings per hour for each of the 53 separate bus routes.

Adjusted R-squared  is 0.90

The coefficients of the linear equation are statistically significant.

One of the variables describes the P&R influence on the bus route, ranging 

from zero to 97 percent.

Two other influences on number of riders per service hour:

Boardings per route mile

Stops per mile over entire route
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Summary:  Across 53 Eastside routes, 50 thousand transit 

service hours saved annually, worth $17 million.  In detail:
For the 41 routes coded >0 for P&R influence, the coefficient multiplied by the 

influence variable provides a calculation of the marginal P&R contribution to 

higher boardings per service hour, which for these routes can be translated to 

49,562 service hours saved in reaching the ridership achieved. 

Example of one route: For Metro route 210, without P&R, this line in the AM 

achieved 44.5 boardings per service hour across 2,288 service hours.  The 

marginal influence of P&R from the regression estimation is 10.2 boardings 

per service hour, which is equivalent to saving 678 service hours. This is 

demonstrated by noting that 2,288 X 44.5 is equal to (2,288 + 678) X (44.5 –

10.2) with some rounding. 

When 678 hours of saving is multiplied by the $262 per service hour operating 

cost of route 210, an annual dollar savings for this one route from P&R 

influenced operations comes into view, in this case, $178 thousand.
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